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A WORD BEFORE…

§ Wisdom from ZinZin (one of the largest naming consultancy in the world)

– Don’t expect a unanimous decision
– Don’t expect to be super comfortable with a good name – it grows
– Don’t expect a name to tell the whole story or connect to every 

aspect of your brand
– Your name should also inform your brand story (add something to it)
– Use democracy to a point — argue it out or appoint a 

smaller team of decisions makers
– Informed outside council can be helpful—uninformed outside 

council can be damaging
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METRICS FOR
SUCCESS.
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STRATEGIC CRITERIA

§ Does the name connect to what your church is about?
§ Is it appropriate and appealing to your target audience? 
§ Does it have the potential to be memorable? 
§ Does it limit you in any way?
§ Is it distinct and differentiating?
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CREATIVE CRITERIA

§ Is it as brief as possible? 
§ Does it work across languages? 
§ Is it easy to spell and say? 
§ Is it visually appealing?
§ Does the emotional tone match the church?
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LEGAL CRITERIA

§ Is the domain name available? 
§ Can you use it without infringing on another trademark? 
§ Is it different enough from other names to not be confused?
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SPECIFIC CRITERIA

§ Not trying too hard / timeless
§ Reminds us of who we are and what we do
§ Sense of connectedness to our city
§ Not hard to say
§ Potentially classic but approachable (not too high church)
§ Something of a mystery — subtle connection to our story
§ Appeal to a broad number of both men and women
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NAME
OPTIONS
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MERCY COMMONS
Mercy Commons Church Fullerton



OPTION 3

Mercy Commons
Big idea: 
Grace and mercy are at the heart of what we have and continue to receive from God. 
We are a people who have received a deep sense of God's mercy and as such are urged 
on to extend that same mercy to others. We live in a polarizing time, judgments fly fast 
and hard—we are a people called to love mercy, to do justice and to walk humbly with 
our God. We are commanded to extend to others the mercy we ourselves have received. 
The “commons” are cultural and natural resources accessible to all members of a society. 
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Variations
Mercy Commons Fullerton
Mercy Commons Church
Mercy Commons Church Fullerton

Used in a sentence: 
“I’m a pastor at Mercy Commons in Fullerton.”
“Welcome to Mercy Commons.”
“Mercy Commons Church is sponsoring a food drive.”

Url options:
mercycommons.co
mercycommons.church
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NEXT
STEPS
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NAMING NEXT STEPS 

§ Hold on to the final options and pray over them
§ Meet in Early April to choose the final name
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